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"The U.S. Government has a new ground based "Star Wars" weapon which is being tested in the remote bush country of
Alaska. This new system manipulates the enviornment which can: Disrupt human mental processes. Jam all global
communications systems. Change weather patterns over large areas. Interfere with wildlife migration patterns. Negatively
affect your health. Unnaturally impact the Earth's upper atmosphere. The U.S. military calls its zapper HAARP (Highfrequency Active Auroral Research Project). But this skybuster is not about the Northern Lights. This device will turn on
lights never intended to be artificially manipulated. Their first target is the electrojet - a river of electricity that flows
thousands of miles through the sky and down into the polar icecap. The electrojet will become a vibrating artificial antenna
for sending electromagnetic radiation raining down on the earth. The U.S. military can then "X-ray" the earth and talk to
submarines. But there's much more they can do with HAARP. This book reveals surprises from secret meetings"--Back cover.
A novel by Mickey Martin. Book two in The Given series.
Thank You, My Angel's three-book series is based on some of Susan Davis's deepest, darkest times of her young life. During
her late teenage years through her young twenties, she was a victim of domestic abuse and violence. Her life was horrific;
she lived in fear in every moment of each day. There was no escape. On a cold winter's night, she met an angel. The angel
became her salvation. Because of life's twists and turns, Susan finally found her way back to writing this story.Susan enjoys
writing for Trip Advisor and joined the team in December of 2014. She is actively in sharing her reviews and comments worldwide including shows, restaurants, amusements and vacation destinations. She proudly owns a Highlighted badge reaching a
readership of 20,000. Susan is on Level Five for Contributions and Level Nine for Attraction Expert.Her ninth grade English
teacher gave the class a creative writing assignment on a subject of their choice. Susan wrote a modern-day love story based
on the classic, "Romeo and Juliet". It was then she was told of her gift of writing and she's had that writing bug ever
since.Susan's greatest accomplishments were overcoming the life of domestic abuse and violence; re-learning self-worth, selfconfidence, self-respect and also learning she is a good person who deserves a good life. She is thrilled to share that on June
1, 1988 her dream came true. Susan married the love of her life.
The Summer Called Angel -a story of hope on the journey through Prematurity” is a powerful and inspiring story about the
author; Sola Olu's experience with preeclampsia and prematurity.Premature birth remains the number one killer of newborns
in the United States. In fact, with approximately 1 in 8 pregnancies resulting in premature birth each year, the U.S. has one
of the worst records in the world, and certainly among developed nations. The statistics are not only appalling, but
surprising, and many parents are shocked, frightened and confused as they attempt to navigate the world of the neonatal
intensive care unit.After she and her husband endured this agonizing experience, Olu was inspired to offer her support to
others in the same situation. “The Summer Called Angel” will help other parents deal with the physical and emotional
challenges of prematurity and learn how they can find hope and strength in the process.The memoir, which began as Sola's
journal entries, is an incredibly moving and detailed account of her thoughts and feelings at each step of her journey. With
candor and incandescence, The Summer Called Angel serves as a powerful tribute to parental love in the face of unexpected
challenges. It is certain to offer strength to readers attempting to process prematurity in their lives—and salve to those who
have undergone a similar experience. All in all, rare and profound celebration of devotion is certain to resonate with parents
everywhere.
Avenging Angel
All The Ordinary Angels
Making Angels Laugh
Daily Meditations with the Messengers of God
A Very Old Man with Enormous Wings
Angels Around Us

A fantasy for adults (rather than yet another adolescent power trip wish fulfillment testosterone fest), Autumn
Angels evokes the smart playfulness of a Rudy Rucker, a Philip Jose Farmer, or a Kurt Vonnegut.--Ivan Lerner,
Revolution Science Fiction.
Rita's father had been fond of saying, "If you want to make the Holy Angels laugh, just tell them your plans."
Now, the widowed Dr. Margarita Zornova's grown sons and medical practice partner have conspired to force Rita
to take her first real vacation in thirteen years, starting by sending to her 40th High School reunion, continuing
by enticing her into a cruise with two of her sons, their wives, and her elderly mother. Did anyone hear that
laughter?
The murder of a world-famous physicist raises fears that the Illuminati are operating again after centuries of
silence, and religion professor Robert Langdon is called in to assist with the case.
Winner of the prestigious Pearson Best Play Award, 2004, from Royal Exchange Writer-in-Residence When icecream man Giuseppe Raffa decides it's finally time to come in from the cold and retire, he sets his two sons in
competition with each other. Over the next twelve months - from the fall of the Berlin Wall to the fall of Thatcher Rocco and Lino will compete to see who can sell the most ice-cream. The winner will gain the family business;
the loser will be left with nothing.Supported and obstructed by Rocco's wife Bernie and Lino's girlfriend Lulu,
the fight for the hearts and money of the people of Manchester quickly becomes a deadly serious business. And
soon everybody's screaming for ice-cream ...All the Ordinary Angels opened at the Royal Exchange Theatre,
Manchester, on 26 October 2005.'Lively, thought-provoking and hilariously funny' The Stage
How to Chip Like a Pro in 4 Simple Steps
Angels & Demons
Angels Don't Cry
Angels don't marry
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Angels in My Hair
From the Sunday Times bestselling author Penny Vincenzi, NO ANGEL is the first novel in the acclaimed
Spoils of Time trilogy. 'Penny Vincenzi dazzlingly combines the old-fashioned virtues of gripping
storytelling with the up-to-the-minute contemporary feel for emotional depth and insight into the lives
of the characters. She is a supreme stylist and clever writer. Reading her is an addictive
experience'-Elizabeth Buchan. In pre-war London, Lady Celia Lytton is the perfect host. Beautiful,
intelligent and determined, she throws glittering parties, publishes bestselling books, and enjoys her
young family and loving husband. But there are tragedies her family will not escape: the Titanic, the
First World War, the flu epidemic. And beneath their perfect image, the Lyttons cannot ignore the
changing world around them. In the shattering aftermath of the War, Celia is beginning to understand
that there will be a price to pay for the life she has chosen, that is greater than she could ever have
imagined...
Blank journal with a work of art on the cover! Life is art, and what better way to chronicle the goingson in your life than in our Art of Life Journal showcasing a famous work of art. There are 150 pages for
journal entries. Each page is printed on 60# stock, and is lightly lined and embellished. The cover is
printed on 10pt stock, and is laminated for increased durability.
No-hitters are rare in baseball. Father-and-son combinations are rarer. Baseball the Wright Way covers
all those bases and then some. Two pitchers with vastly contrasting styles, both Clyde Wright and his
son Jaret Wright discuss the art and craft of pitching with an authentic, straightforward sincerity that
will captivate all baseball fans. In the mid-1960s, Clyde became the country boy from Tennessee who had
his feet in LA when he made his debut with the California Angels. With his special brand of small-town,
country charm, Clyde invites you to relive his journey from the farm to the major leagues, where he won
one hundred games, tossed a no-hitter, made an all-star team, and played alongside and against many
superstars and Hall of Famers in the backdrop of sunny Southern California. From there, Clyde spent
three years pitching in Japan, forging many lifelong friendships in the Land of the Rising Sun. When his
playing days were done, Clyde returned to Anaheim and launched a pitching school where he trained
thousands of major-league-hopeful youths for decades. One of those hopefuls was his son Jaret, who later
carved out an eleven-year major league pitching career of his own that included starting game 7 of the
1997 World Series as a twenty-one-year-old rookie for the Cleveland Indians. Jaret picks up the story
where his dad leaves off and moves candidly and honestly through his time in the major leagues, where he
quickly rose to prominence and played with and against many of the game’s legends. If you are a baseball
fan, this book is right in your wheelhouse. If you are not a baseball fan, then Clyde and Jaret Wright
will convert you with fascinating tales of life before, during, and after baseball.
Enjoy 20 limited-detail illustrations, designed for those who would rather keep it simple. Each page was
hand-drawn and edited by K J Kraemer, with you in mind. If you don't want to spend days on a project or
just want room to get creative, this adult coloring book is for you!
Rainbows, Angels and Unicorns
Do You Believe in Angels?
Zeph
Aquarian
Archangels Don't Play Pinball
Baseball the Wright Way

Grant Jeffrey’s new prophecy book Surveillance Society examines the fascinating predictions that are setting
the stage for the rise of the Antichrist and world government in the last days. New advances in the technology of
global surveillance are threatening our freedom and privacy. This includes: ·The plans of NATO to create a world
government ·Astonishing surveillance technologies that threaten our freedom and privacy ·Your e-mail and
Internet surfing is recorded and available for viewing ·The secret Echelon global surveillance that monitors your
phone calls ·The threat from computer information weapons ·Global economic war ·The rise of the Antichrist and
the world’s first super state ·Government and corporate databases contain every detail of your life.
A shifter cop and a sexy angel must stop a killer in this paranormal romance by the New York Times–bestselling
author of Angel in Chains. With a messed-up family background and a tendency to grow claws and fangs,
Tanner Chance isn't exactly the boy next door. But he's a decent cop, and he keeps himself on the side of the
good guys. Convenient, because when he rescues a survivor of a horrific shifter attack, he finds himself
instantly smitten—with an honest-to-goodness angel, as innocent as she is irresistible. Marna may be angelic,
but she's not stupid or weak. She can take care of herself. Tanner is more temptation than protection anyway. Or
so she thinks, until someone wearing her face starts taking out some of New Orleans's more unsavory
paranormals. With police and predators both gunning for her blood, Marna has no choice but to trust Tanner . . .
even though what's sparking between them is hotter than anything holy. Praise for Avenging Angel “Red hot . . .
. Eden delivers a satisfying tale full of pulse-pounding action and passion.” —Publishers Weekly “Marna goes
through a metamorphosis, beginning the book as an angel who's vulnerable and scared, tortured by memories
of losing her wings, and finishing with strength, power, and conviction . . . [Marna and Tanner] have a steamy
relationship and will quickly become a favorite in the Fallen series.” —RT Book Reviews, 4 1/2 Stars“/B>
In this thrilling sequel, Gemma continues to pursue her destiny to bind the magic of the Realms and restore it to
the Order. Gemma and her friends from Spence use magical power to transport themselves on visits from their
corseted world of Victorian London (at the height of the Christmas season), to the visionary country of the
Realms, with its strange beauty and menace. There they search for the lost Temple, the key to Gemma's mission,
and comfort Pippa, their friend who has been left behind in the Realms. After these visits they bring back
magical power for a short time to use in their own world. Meanwhile, Gemma is torn between her attraction to
the exotic Kartik, the messenger from the opposing forces of Page
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Simon, a young man of good family who is courting her. This is the second book in Libba Bray's engrossing
trilogy, set in a time of strict morality and barely repressed sensuality, about a girl who saw another way.
Miss Angela Michaels, the new karate teacher in Bailey City, who is also the school crossing guard, is so kind
and generous that Melody becomes convinced that she is a guardian angel. Original.
Rebel Angels
Angel Asylum
Steffen Is an Orthodox Priest on a Mission - Sophia Is His Guardian Angel, They Met in a Cafe - Together They
Bring Lost, Lonely Souls Back to Life
Conversations with Angels
Angels' Blood
Thank You My Angel

This eBook has been formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. The Angel of the Revolution tells the
tale of a group of self-styled 'terrorists' who conquer the world through airship warfare. Led by a crippled, brilliant Russian Jew and his
daughter, the 'angel' Natasha, 'The Brotherhood of Freedom' establishes a 'pax aeronautica' over the earth after a young inventor masters the
technology of flight in 1903. The hero falls in love with Natasha and joins in her war against established society in general and the Russian
Czar in particular.
A girl on modern Earth and a boy from another world are thrown into a fight for their lives, only to discover they may both be connected to
events in the distant past more epic than either can imagine. Welcome to the 5-book Star Angel pentalogy. --- Book 5: Jess has uncovered a
stunning reality. A truth that's been there all along, revealed. It's a discovery that shakes her to the core. But she's on the move, no time to
pause, still so far from her objective, and the next stop on this long road may be right back where she started. For there's a reason she ended up
where she did, and it has little to do with chance, everything to do with her own, hidden determinism; a buried impulse, shaping events beyond
her current awareness, all of it leading to the realization of an even greater legacy. The conclusion to a quest spanning so much more than the
short time she thought she'd been on it. And so two journeys are about to come to a close. One that began with the arrival of Zac; intense, filled
with epic events. Another that began a thousand years before, equally epic, the inception of it all. Two incredible journeys, both racing toward
the same world-shattering conclusion. Both journeys hers.
SELF HELP BOOKLET FOR GOLFERS. 4 SIMPLE STEPS TO IMPROVE YOUR CHIPPING AND CONFIDENCE AROUND THE GREENS
Strange, wondrous things happen in these two short stories, which are both the perfect introduction to Gabriel García Márquez, and a
wonderful read for anyone who loves the magic and marvels of his novels.After days of rain, a couple find an old man with huge wings in their
courtyard in 'A Very Old Man with Enormous Wings' - but is he an angel? Accompanying 'A Very Old Man with Enormous Wings' is the short
story 'The Sea of Lost Time', in which a seaside town is brought back to life by a curious smell of roses.
Angels Don't Know Karate
The Book of Michael
No Angel
Autumn Angels
A Novel
He Called Me Lieutenant Angel

The destruction of mankind is imminent!A powerful evil looms on the horizon plotting their revenge. They've grown tired
of waiting in the shadows and are ready to unleash a new Armageddon.The only thing standing in their way is 17 year old
Esta Hope, and she doesn't even know it yet!The fallen gods of ancient Greece want her, the devil wants her dead.Esta's
world is about to be turned upside down, as the battle between good and evil comes to a head. Can she embrace her
true destiny before it's too late?While her life disintegrates, who can she trust? And will the arrival of mysterious Luc and
Sam in town be her salvation, or will they send her straight to hell?If she can accept what she was born to become and
win the impending battle, is she simply opening the door for a much bigger, more violent war?Celestria is a story about
love, hope and trust. The power of faith, and how evil can destroy all of us when our belief in goodness has left.
An Irish mystic talks about her encounters with angels and other spiritual beings, discussing how these entities exist as
guardians and companions to every person and provide comfort and guidance in every stage of life.
ABOUT THIS BOOK: This book is written to show how God uses faithful people who lived on the earth and then died and
was resurrected or was translated without tasting death as His Angels and messengers to accomplish His purposes.
Such was the case with Noah who became the Angel Gabriel and was sent to deliver messages to Daniel, Zacharias and
Mary, the mother of Jesus. This book is also written to show that Ancient Prophets who held special keys, authority and
power on earth and in heaven was chosen to come back to earth and confer and restore those keys and power to
servants of God in these latter days. That this is the dispensation of the fullness of times preparing the world for the
Second Coming of Jesus Christ.
Here is a simple, easy-to-read, delightfully illustrated book for young children! The author presents, in a very easily
comprehensible way, the basic Spiritual truths, explaining who we are, where we have come from, why we are here and
the part God plays in all our lives. It is our responsibility as adults and particularly as parents, to ensure that our young
children come to an understanding of the truths about Spiritual matters at as early an age as possible. This book is meant
to develop a child's imagination, awakening tender young minds to the beauty that lies all around us and to connect with
that beauty in an inspiring and meaningful way. It also explains, in simple terms, realities about creation and the subtle
higher energy vibrational levels, which exist in close proximity all around us. The exercises and experiments will delight
and amaze, as well as nurture your child's creativity, introducing, in a fascinating way, the truths that are fundamental to
our understanding of our existence here on Planet Earth. Your child will learn that life is meant to be fun and to be
enjoyed. But there are rules, as in any game! This book explains these Spiritual Universal Laws, helping your child to see
this world as the wonderful, amazing, beautiful place it really is, and to live a life of fulfillment, joy and abundance. What
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more could you ever hope for?
Surveillance Society
A Baseball Odyssey
A Child's First Spiritual Book
The Power of God on Earth and in Heaven
Angels Don't Play this HAARP
Angel of Death
Conversations with Angels 2 are true stories of miracles experienced by the Author Slavica Bogdanov.
Slavica Bogdanov has been guided by Archangel Michael, her guardian Angel. She has been inspired to write
these stories so that, you too, can feel inspired and know that Angels are there with you along your path. She
has received messages of love and forgiveness she shares with you so that you can also start a conversation
with your own Angels. Slavica Bogdanov has published many books. She is a success life coach and a
professional speaker. She has been enlightened by her guardian Angel Michael and feels strongly the need to
share the light so you can experience the same happiness in your lives. Even in the darkness moments, your
spirit can feel uplifted. Anything is truly possible. You have the right to a magical life. http:
//www.slavicabogdanov.com
Over her dead body⋯ Angel Lowell's twin sister, Aiden, always got what she wanted—including Angel's
boyfriend, Drew Maitland, lock, stock—and marriage⋯ Now Aiden is dead, and Drew and Angel have returned
to Crossfield, Texas, to save the small town they had all once called home. It might be time for Angel to
forgive the past⋯and live for the future⋯ The ten years apart have only deepened Drew's need, and he has
vowed that this time Angel will be his. But even if he can convince Angel to take a second chance on him,
something—or someone—is determined to keep them apart. How can he protect the woman he loves from an
evil they can't even see? Previously published.
"The Angel of Death has traversed the earth for over a thousand years, reaping souls, both foe and friend.
His only traveling partner through the ages is his beloved mentor, Father Paul Notus. When Father Notus is
captured and threatened with a gruesome death by the Mistress of London and her Vampires, the Angel is
forced into a dark world of murder and deception to discover who is killing the Vampires of Britain." -- Back
cover
FIRST IN THE GUILD HUNTER SERIES! Nalini Singh introduces readers to a world of beauty and bloodlust,
where angels hold sway over vampires. Vampire hunter Elena Deveraux is hired by the dangerously beautiful
Archangel Raphael. But this time, it’s not a wayward vamp she has to track. It’s an archangel gone bad. The
job will put Elena in the midst of a killing spree like no other—and pull her to the razor’s edge of passion.
Even if the hunt doesn’t destroy her, succumbing to Raphael’s seductive touch just may. For when
archangels play, mortals break.
Angels in America: A Gay Fantasia on National Themes
Strange Angels & Other Plays
The Angel of the Revolution (Dystopian Novel)
Angels Amongst Us
Me and E
A Story of Hope on the Journey Through Prematurity
Killian knows all about vampires and aliens. They’re not real. But when a handsome swimmer climbs into her storm-tossed boat an hour from
her summer destination, the worlds of fantasy and reality suddenly collide… Cuttylea Island has no mall, no social scene, and no action. But it
does have a mysterious stone tower, ageless islanders, and a secret as astonishing as a mermaid’s tale… Before the summer is through,
Killian will find the truth of her family’s past…and the role she is destined to play in a centuries-old curse.
Angels amongst Us is a collection of Intriguing Stories of an Angel and a Preacher creating Miracles. Surely you came this book store to find
inspirational, entertaining reading. Then you have selected the right book for uplifting, captivating events that you may have wondered about,
but resisted reaching to pick up a book about miracles. Steffen, an Orthodox Russian priest, and Sophia, his guardian angel, help very
different people by bringing miracles into their lives. These stories are, however, all fictional, so you don't have to believe in miracles to
experience the delight that takes place in this book. Enchantment and wonder in both tender and difficult situations, take us to places we
never dreamed possible to visit. Now you can do this in the comfort of your favorite reading spot, in front of a warm fire with a hot drink, while
the author immerses you in wonderful moments of mystery and sanctity as you follow the worldwide adventures of Steffen, a dedicated man,
seemingly on never-ending missions.
A revised and complete edition of this modern classic, featuring a new foreword from author Tony Kushner.
A remarkable collection of ten contemporary plays covering a wide range of topics and themes. It is a rousing resource for those wanting to
use drama to stimulate discussion on issues such as marriage, work, poverty, and fair trade. Some of the plays are challenging, some an
invitation to laugh, some to take risks, and some an invitation to just have fun - but all of them are full of a great vitality.
a play in one act
The Rise of Antichrist
What the Bible Really Says
Celestria
Play Better Golf
Prophecy

Arsen is toying with me. Rynne is actually my guardian angel, and he might be dead
because he tried to protect me. The angels say I’m some kind of chosen one, that it’s my
destiny to stop demons from plaguing the earth once and for all. Somehow, Arsen’s soul is
connected to mine. I can use him and make him pay for what he’s done without any
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repercussions because he can’t kill me. I’ll do it. I’ll make him suffer, and I’ll get
justice. These Immortal Vows is a young adult LGBTQ+ paranormal romance series. The books
must be read in order.
Douglas Connelly examines what the Bible says about angels, focusing on their ministry
among God's people from ancient days to the present.
Nephilim are descended from Angels. Everyone knows the Angels died out eons ago. But not
all Nephilim believe that. My grandfather didn't, and neither does my brother. After the
search for the Angel brings us to Australia, rumours arise that Ibira Corp has found the
body of an Angel. They want it for its DNA. When they find out that we're on the trail of
a live Angel, they'll go to great lengths to find him first. Including harming our
family. With time running out and Ibira Corp not far behind, suddenly we're in a race to
decipher the clues. My name is Zeph Angelis And I've got an Angel to find.
"Me and E: A Baseball Odyssey is a reflection on parenting a highly skilled, nationallyranked and difficult baseball prodigy, told through the author's eyes as he witnessed and
participated in the successes and failures of his son playing baseball and growing up in
Central Florida. It deals with the changing world of competitive youth sports, overinvolved parents, fanatical coaches, the hypocrisies inherent in high school athletics,
the college recruiting process and how we teach our kids to grow up and become decent
human beings - despite ourselves. It involves well-known sports figures as well as local
sports icons with traits and characteristics that everyone will recognize. It's a book
about flawed parenting, about living vicariously through a gifted child and learning,
finally, that being a good father is as much about letting go as it is about being there.
Call it Moneyball meets Everything I Know I Learned in Kindergarten.
A Love Song from War
Star Angel
Dark Angel
A Year with the Angels
The Summer Called Angel
Revised and Complete Edition
A death bed request inspires an Army Nurse to tell the truth about the war. He Called Me
Lieutenant Angel speaks to you with the insistent voice of love, hope and redemption, from the
Intensive Care Ward of a Vietnam Hospital. It is a story of strength and enlightenment, a
tribute to all the extraordinary young soldiers and nurses who share the intimate, final moments
of life. "Thank you for this important gift to humanity. I could not put the book down. I was
intensely engaged in the imagery of the poems, narrative and "aftertaste" of each chapter. I
felt elated, saddened, shocked, tearful, angry, sympathetic, reflective, and even somehow
envious over the dynamic relationship you had with Davey and the powerful experiences that came
from it. I think about our men and women currently in war and pray that each of them has a Lt
Angel by their side." Mark Stanford, PhD
In his previous release, you were invited to a year long retreat with the Church Fathers; now,
Mike Aquilina presents a new volume of contemplations and prayers about those most mysterious of
all created beings: the Angels. Drawing again from the deep well of the Fathers' wisdom,
Aquilina has compiled a year's worth of reflections on the Nine Choirs of Angels. A Year With
The Angels invites you to discover the authority and strength of the Heavenly Host. Angels
embody virtues, graces, and knowledge of the Truth because they stand before the very Throne of
God. Among the Angels' responsibilities are governing the universe and the movements of nature,
defending creation from the attacks of the devil, and acting as messengers of God to mankind.
This year, learn to appreciate our unique relationship with the Angels - especially those
assigned to protect us during our sojourn on earth. What better protectors and intercessors
could we ask for than the first of all creatures who have beheld the face of God from their very
beginning? The beautiful Premium UltraSoft gift edition features two-tone sewn binding, ribbon
marker, gold edges, and designed interior pages.
You've Got Time
The Fall of the Rebel Angels
A Memoir
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